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The Three Rules for a Stressed-Less Life is a set of rules that I have picked up and learned
through out my life so far. I first heard them from a mentor of mine but have since applied them to
my life and career and have expounded on them in this book. I have noticed that they tend to
help me lead a more balanced and stressed-less life than when I do not apply them. These are
easy to learn and apply but take time to master in such a way to make them a part of your daily
life.I trust you will read, apply and also enjoy this book. As with any other thing you read for help
or instruction my experiences are my own and are not guaranteed. Enjoy



The Three Rules to a Stress Less LifeBy: Christopher M Sheriff Table of
ContentsForwardIntroductionMindset to HaveRule #1Rule #2Rule #3Wrapping It UpForwardBy
Robbie GraysonI opened up my laptop on the morning of November 28, 2016, to begin tackling
the 254 unread messages that awaited me. At the very top was an email by Chris Sheriff with a
request to read his new book. When I saw that the document was all but 14 pages, I thought it a
nice diversion to start the day. I wasn't prepared for what I read. What I read was the me I hadn't
yet been able to describe. Coming from an altogether different angle, Chris Sheriff explained
three intuitive habits that were so subconscious yet native to myself that I hadn't ever thought
about them in the way he laid it out. Musing over each principle, I was struck with how my own
relational success across several continents, people groups, societal tiers, and disparate
communities reflected Sheriff's three principles. I'm still stunned by how cogently and simply the
author laid it out, an enviable trait in any communicator. My advice to the reader is to read Three
Rules to Living a Stressed-Less Life similarly to how we Gen-Xers were taught to take the ACT
Exam: 1) read it through once (just to read it), 2) read it through a second time (and mull over the
parts that almost make sense to you), and 3) read it through a third time (and do what the author
tells you to do). You will be the better for it! Robbie GraysonOwner Traitmarker Books
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Michele, “Five Stars. Very helpful and positive advice”

The book by Christopher Sheriff has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 2 people have provided feedback.
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